KRESY FAMILY COMMEMORATES

Last Saturday 9 February, Kresy Family marked the anniversary of the 1940/1
forced deportations with a lunch at the Polish Social and Cultural Centre in London.
The event attracted over a
hundred
people across
three generations including
a number of survivors,
former members of OROK
Ognisko
Rodzin
Osadników
Kresowych
[Association of Families of
Borderland Settlers].
Also a number of organisations were
represented including
● Konsul Radosław Gromski representing
the Polish Ambassador Arkadiusz
Rzegocki,
● Rysiek Grzybowski, former president of
OROK,
● Irena Godyń president of Koło Polaków
Isfahan/Liban [Circle of Poles from
Isfahan and Lebanon
● Wanda Kuraś president Koło Polaków z
Indii [Circle of Poles from India].
Dr Hubert Zawadzki, academic
and historian who has written
three books, spoke movingly
about his mother’s experiences
which are documented in his
latest book A Polish Woman’s
Experience in World War ll.
He acknowledged that her
story was familiar to many
present but also unique, and
every story needed to be told. In her case, the Soviets evicted her from the family
home and instead used it as a hospital. Her mother and sister left for Warsaw and
she never saw them again. As a qualified nurse she worked in that hospital before
the Soviets identified her as bourgeoisie and allocated her a physical job repairing
roads. Following a show trial for laying flowers at the local church, she was
deported to Siberia in the 4th wave in 1941. Under the amnesty later that year, she
was evacuated to Nazareth and worked as a nurse in a Polish school before transfer
to Egypt. Expecting to be sent to Italy, she was barred for having a knife on her
person outside the camp and instead was sent to
the UK and finally found herself in Scotland.
After a well prepared and tasty lunch provided by
Łowiczanka restaurant staff, the second half began
with a poem, written and recited by Irena Godyń on
the subject of the beautiful Kresy countryside,
forever in one’s heart and memory, and the pain of
loss. Pani Irena herself is a survivor and poet.

